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Abstract

In this position paper we discuss information systems
access in a mobile context-dependent user environment,
characterized by multiple information sources, in partic-
ular w.r.t. the relationships between context and multiple
sources.

1 Introduction

The communication environment surrounding our daily
experience is more and more characterized by mobile de-
vices which can exchange multimedia information and pro-
vide access to multimedia services of complex nature. Ac-
cess to complex information is characterized by a progres-
sive shifting from form-based traditional interfaces to a
unique, homogeneous information system, towards systems
based on multiple sources of information and mobile de-
vices, where navigation, context-dependence, adaptability,
multichannel delivery and ubiquity are key concepts. Such
a shifting affects both human-computer interaction and in-
formation management, i.e., information specification, clas-
sification, presentation and delivery.

Several issues have been studied, models and method-
ologies proposed, and tools and systems implemented. To
mention but the most relevant issues, mobility and multi-
channel delivery have received great attention also due to
the performance increase of devices such as cellular phones,
PDAs and notebooks, which considerably augments the po-
tentiality of use.

In recent years a consistent research effort has been de-
voted to the issues of adaptiveness and personalization in
user interaction [22], hypermedia systems [7] and web ap-
plications [17]. The results of this extensive work allow
designers and users to extend information access and effi-
ciency, but require a deep revision of the paradigms of in-
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formation management and use, in terms of issues such as
the context, the sensorial channels involved in dialogue and
the role of the environment. Terms like context-awareness,
ubiquity and pervasiveness denote key concepts for the de-
sign and development of widely usable information ser-
vices.

The term “context” has been extensively studied in the
area of human-computer interaction; it is mainly associated
to the concept of “location”, but is far richer than that; some
works have underlined different categories of context, such
as computational, user, physical and temporal context [10,
12, 13, 19, 20]. In the area of databases and information
systems, however, the role of the context has been largely
unexplored until recent times.

Information integration in a multiple heterogeneous
sources environment has been studied and published in the
literature since the end of the 70’s. Integration is conceived
as the problem of combining data stored in different systems
and providing the user with a unified view [3, 15, 18]. Issues
which have been considered are both semantic and architec-
tural: finding similar concepts in the different sources, solv-
ing structural as well as semantic data conflicts, integrated
vs. federated and multidatabase architectures, and integra-
tion methodologies at DB design time vs. on-line gather-
ing and filtering of information coming from the queried
sources [2, 4, 9, 16].

While all these research topics have been individually
studied in an extensive way, their interaction within mobile
information systems raises new challenges, which consti-
tute the focus of this position paper.

Context-dependence of information and mobility of the
end users can be viewed in two different perspectives: the
first one concerns their use in the design of information
sources (databases) suited to fit into mobile and technology
constrained devices; the second one is related to the advan-
tages they offer in accessing information in a way which
is focused on the particular user interests and actual envi-
ronment. In the sequel we will deal with the second aspect
while referring to [5, 6] for the design issues.



2 An application scenario

In order to analyze the requirements of context-
dependent mobile information systems, we consider an ex-
ample related to a tourism application. Here a user who
travels in a geographical area accesses, at different times,
information services describing that area. The example is
characterized by the following issues:

• Along his/her way the user comes across different in-
formation service providers, which deliver information
about tourism related topics and issues. We focus on
information services of practical interest such as find-
ing a hotel, a restaurant, a museum, getting informa-
tion about opening times, prices, events, and so on.
Also services related to roads and locations are consid-
ered. Such services are characterized by levels of detail
ranging from short schematic information to long com-
ments and explanations, possibly with graphics (e.g.,
roadmaps) and multimedia (e.g., museum catalogs).

• The user is in principle unaware of the information
providers, that he/she discovers progressively as the
trip advances, therefore he/she cannot anticipate who
will answer the queries and which will be the structure
of the reply.

• Each information provider gives information accord-
ing to a proprietary model and schema. However,
given a specific application domain, the different
schemata can be assumed “compatible” in some way.
The user therefore receives an answer or a set of an-
swers which are expressed in a structure decided by the
provider, with a presentation compatible with his/her
situation, device and preferences. From the user point
of view that means to be able to interpret correctly dif-
ferent answers even if they differ in structure and con-
tent type.

From the user point of view, information access is me-
diated and adapted in order to mask the presence of multi-
ple information providers and the differences in information
content and shape. This view is discussed in the next Sec-
tion.

3 Requirements for context-dependent mo-
bile information access

In a scenario like the one illustrated in Section 2, the
design of information systems and services is bound to a
number of goals of primary relevance, related to the gen-
eral problem of data integration, discussed in the following
points.

In a mobility oriented information environment differ-
ent information providers may act; even if, ultimately, the
same information is delivered, the format with respect to
the design model and to the data schema may be different
across different providers. This raises a problem of transla-
tion, hence of compatibility and coherence, when the user
switches from one provider to the other.

An information management system tailored for such a
scenario must allow a user to formulate queries which are
(1) independent of the specific information provider, and
(2) correct with respect to the information schemata, possi-
bly integrating information coming from different providers
and giving the user help for refining the query according to
the possibility offered by the specific provider.

A more demanding requirement is the ability to enhance
the information gathered from the different providers with
the value added obtained by integrating the single sources.

Coherence and compatibility are also key issues due to
the discontinuous nature of mobile communication; infor-
mation access could be interrupted and resumed due to com-
munication problems, and even at short time intervals and
within the same information provider, the context in which
the communication is resumed could change.

Finally, the ample range of physical device capabilities,
joined to the large scope of user needs in terms of informa-
tion type, from short news to long and detailed information,
demand sophisticated adaptiveness.

In addition to what required by a static distributed in-
formation environment (e.g., the Web), the mobile environ-
ment asks for more demanding requirements about infor-
mation integration and adaptation.

The user accesses information from different sources be-
cause they are managed by different providers, or because
they are located in different places. The latter case is dom-
inant in the case of GIS-based information, because it con-
cerns a limited geographical area, and at the borderline be-
tween two cells information provided by each cell is incom-
plete. The same case may happen in mobile communica-
tion, at the border between two location-aware services.

Information, therefore, must be kept consistent with re-
spect to mobility, i.e., a change in the information source
should not give the user the perception of a discontinuity in
its content.

Since variance in user situation is higher in the mobile
scenario w.r.t. a static one, information adaptiveness is more
complex, and covers not only the device features, but also
aspects like attention, interest, capability of interaction, etc.,
and the very semantics of the query which can depend on
the user’s location and timing.

Mobile information is by nature multichannel and multi-
modal, due to the possible switching among communica-
tion channels and communication codes during the same
session. The user should perceive a continuity (within rea-
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Figure 1. The components of a mobile hetero-
geneous information system

sonable limits) in information delivered even if the way it is
delivered changes, e.g., from visual to acoustic.

In this paper we do not engage in technological issues
concerning mobile communication such as quality of
service, availability, etc., since the state of art technology
can support our proposal at the modelling level indepen-
dently from performance figures. Figure 1 illustrates the
components of a mobile heterogeneous information system
that will be discussed in the sequel.

Many databases with different schemata (a). The presence
of several databases and different information providers
raises a problem of compatibility and integration. The prob-
lem is well known in the database area, and can be ap-
proached, e.g., by mediators [1, 4, 9]. It is correct to as-
sume that, being the databases designed for the same ap-
plication domain, semantic compatibility exists to some de-
gree. More precisely, some databases will share compat-
ible subsets of their schemata, and it is possible to define
mappings or transformations among the schemata in order
to give the user a compatible subset of information across
different providers.

Also databases with disjoint schemata will be present
in the general case, since each provider can complete
the common subset with different extensions, covering
different topics of the application domain.

Common ontology (b). A common ontology must be de-
fined in the application domain; problems come from the
two ways this requirement can be approached: by referring
to the intersection, or to the union of the different databases.

In the first case, a minimum common ontology exists
which is managed by a mediator. Other possible interesting

information can be passed in a transparent way to the user
as links to the local data (and data structures). In the second
case we fall into the next item.

Database mapping (c). The ontology is used for mapping
user queries to the different databases. In principle two ap-
proaches can be taken: selection and integration. In the
first case, the user query is directed to the “most suitable”
database, according to a measure of correspondence be-
tween the query parameters and attributes, and the database
schema. In the second case the query is directed to all the
compatible databases, and the results are filtered and inte-
grated.

In case of a “selection” approach the mediator is re-
sponsible for providing the relevant answers taking them
from the “most suitable” local site on the ground of the
knowledgeable context. In case of “integration” a com-
mon schema exists and the mediator supplies the user with
the appropriate answer (and possibly with the DB structure
info).

Selecting a specific database has the advantage of
returning the user a coherent set of data, both syntactically
and semantically (e.g., a homogeneous description of hotel
facilities, or a consistent range of restaurant quality judge-
ments), but has the disadvantage of returning only data
contained in the selected database. Conversely, integration
has the advantage of returning the widest set of relevant
information, that however can be (partially) incompatible
both syntactically (attributes) and semantically (such as a
different set of criteria for evaluating the same restaurant).
A compromise could be to integrate the information leaving
visible its origin; e.g., by grouping the results by database,
and leaving duplicates visible. However, such a compro-
mise gives the user the burden to filter and synthesize the
information for practical use, therefore it is somehow in
contrast with the goal of the system.

Context processing (d). Context is used to change and
refine the user queries according to his/her situation and
the available devices. The user context is a multi-facet
description, whose components can have different rele-
vance in different situations. E.g., the choice between
a synthetic and a detailed answer depends on the user
wish, the possibility to pay the needed attention, the time
available to read the answer, the device capabilities, and the
communication infrastructure. Generally speaking, context
analysis is an inference process that, taking elementary data
(coming from sensors, user settings, system parameters,
QoS analysis, etc.) asserts a complex situation which
affects both the user query and the result delivery.

Device adaptation (e). The final adaptation step is device
dependent, and tunes the presentation of the query result



to the device (channel) capabilities, and also to the part of
user situation which directly involves the device; e.g., a user
driving a car in heavy traffic can read information on a nav-
igator display if it is short and its size is sufficiently large to
capture it at a glance.

4 Discussion

The most interesting key points of such a scenario are the
integration of multiple sources, the mobility and the context
dependence. We focus our discussion on multiple sources
integration; mobility and context dependence will be dis-
cussed to a lesser extent and only in relation to information
management, since the state of art provides many useful in-
sights.

4.1 Integration of multiple information sources

A classical solution to the problem of integrating multi-
ple heterogeneous information sources in the framework of
DB systems consists in defining a global schema on which
the local sources map themselves as views (Local As View
approach). Such an approach is fitted when the DB de-
signer has full control over the entire distributed system, a
situation far from the scenario we are considering. A sec-
ond approach, called Global As View, produces a common
schema moving from the schemata of the local sources. In
this case, it is possible that the common schema does not
cover all the information which is locally available, but only
a common subset of it, from which the core ontology can be
derived. This approach is mostly suited to highly heteroge-
neous systems, producing a federated DB architecture [16],
and seems the most promising in an environment in which
even the local schemata can be discovered only at query
time.

The presence of many information sources with partial
overlap of schemata, and the presence of many information
providers with different subjects (even in a same applica-
tion domain) leads to an information system whose content
is largely unknown to the user. We assume that the user be
aware of the domain ontology, in a more or less precise way,
in order for him/her to be able to ask queries with the appro-
priate attributes and parameters1. In any case, the user does
not know in which database the query will be solved, if all
the queried attributes will be returned, to what degree of de-
tail the answer will be, etc.; the system must direct the query
to the appropriate database or set of databases, and collect
the result matching as close as possible the user request.

Due to the unanticipated nature of user queries, the sys-
tem appears to the user with a “progressive disclosure” be-
havior, which is typical of Web-based searches on large in-
formation spaces. The user becomes aware of the system

1We do not discuss about the query language syntax and interface.
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Figure 2. The architecture of a progressive
disclosure information system

ontology while he/she proceeds in retrieving information
[11]. The user can also discover what databases provide
the most useful information, according to some measure of
his/her satisfaction that can hardly be formalized, and can
change in time. Some degree of “uncertainty” is observed
and must be managed by the system, which should be able
to adapt itself not only to a static profile of the user, and
to an observable user situation (e.g., by sensors or user set-
ting) but also to a dynamic change in user needs which is
manifested through his/her interaction with the information
system.

We assume that a core ontology is known to the system,
which corresponds to the minimum knowledge necessary
to deal with the application domain. The core ontology is
based on some common understanding among the users,
and can be defined with an empirical rather than a formal
approach. However, it can also be defined formally as the
minimum schema shared by the information sources (pos-
sibly with synonym translation), even if such a definition
assumes that the schema have been defined in an intrinsi-
cally coherent way. We shall come to this issue later on.

Figure 2 shows the architecture of such a system, based
on a mediator and a series of wrappers of the information
sources. Two approaches can be adopted for deciding what
part of the information sources schemata must be initially
revealed to the user, assuming that only further requests dis-
cover larger parts of the schemata.

1. The mediator returns only the information covering the
core ontology, plus a set of links to the sources where



other information is available. Since each source has
its own schema, the mediator can return also them to
the user (in some synthetic or partial form). In this way
the user is able to query directly the different sources
for receiving supplementary information.

2. The mediator knows the context in which the user has
asked the query, therefore can infer what supplemen-
tary information is relevant to him/her. Since such in-
formation could exist only in a subset of sources, the
answer returned to the user may be not homogeneous:
e.g., some records will bear more attributes than oth-
ers. If the context is correctly interpreted (surely a non
trivial task) this anticipatory strategy could be more
comfortable for the user.

In the second case the system could lead the context in-
terpretation still further, by refusing to reply with informa-
tion which is judged incomplete for that context, hence not
relevant for the user. How the system evaluates the appro-
priateness of the information is matter for deeper investiga-
tion: as a first suggestion, since the user history is part of the
context, a learning mechanism based on repeated patterns of
user queries could be the correct approach.

From the design point of view, the two approaches lead
to two different logical architectures:

In case 1, each information source wrapper wraps only
the common part of the ontology (represented with a grey
shade in Figure 2). The mediator dispatches and integrates
information pertinent to the common ontology, but acts as
a transparent channel for further information owned by the
sources.

In case 2, the system knows an integrated, global schema
which starts with the core ontology and incrementally
grows as users interact with the system. The presence of
a common schema guarantees that information common to
several sources is given to the user in a common, consis-
tent way, while information owned by a specific source and
not by other sources is still rendered according to the source
schema (which remains external to the global schema). The
mediator task is more complex, since it depends on how
users discover and access further information, and is also
more seriously affected by the dynamics of the information
sources, which may be high, depending on the application
domain of interest.

From the user point of view, the progressive disclosure
behavior can be managed in two different ways:

1. The core ontology remains the only ontology known
to the system, but for a specific user (or class of ho-
mogeneous users) it is enriched as progressively users
make queries and discover information. According to
this view, there is no cross-knowledge among users of
different classes besides the core ontology.

2. The knowledge that users discover by querying the
system is accumulated and increases the initial knowl-
edge. Users benefit from other users, and the system
builds incrementally a system ontology based on the
activity of the users. Figure 2 illustrates this case.

4.2 Mobility

Mobility is relevant in this framework because the en-
vironment of the user changes continuously. Traditionally,
context-related issues have been studied with a focus on in-
teraction rather than on information access. In our case, in-
formation can change due to mobility. Information sources
themselves can be part of the context since the same kind of
information can be provided by different owners, depending
on the user status (e. g., road traffic information providers
on a highway vs. the local sources providing the same kind
of information in a large city).

We can notice that the problem of the instability of infor-
mation sources has been solved on the Web — where users
are static while sources can appear and vanish within a few
days — by means of crawlers. In the case of mobile users
the converse problem has still to be solved since, within the
interaction time, sources are static, while it is the user who
changes his/her context features [14].

Referring to the tourism example, let’s think of a user
moving along a road, looking for information about restau-
rants. His/her requests can be oriented to an immediate tar-
get, such as finding a restaurant in the neighborhood for
a break in the trip, or to a deferred goal such as finding
a restaurant for the evening. The databases which are ac-
cessed could be owned by tourist guide publishers, hence
related to a wide area, or by the local tourist offices, there-
fore bound to a smaller area which is of interest or not ac-
cording to the user trip schedule. In general, we can assume
that a query has a temporal and spatial range of validity, and
time and space are related to the dynamics of the user.

4.3 Context-dependence

Context-dependence is deeply analyzed in literature
about HCI, therefore we approach here only aspects relevant
to data source heterogeneity. In this framework, context has
two meanings:

• a first meaning refers to something known to the sys-
tem, which can work on its environmental knowledge;

• a second meaning is related to some information a
query can bring with itself, which in some case can
augment the system knowledge, while in others can
substitute it; among this information we mention spa-
tio/temporal references.



Context refers globally to the so-called “user situation”,
which has many facets. A set of (almost) static properties
directly depends on the user, and is usually called “user pro-
file”: language, interest, culture level, goal w.r.t. the infor-
mation use, etc.. Such properties are relevant in presence
of multiple data sources, because they are mostly used to
select the appropriate information content and shape among
different versions sharing the same semantics.

User properties are related to the user independently of
the environment, e.g. a user alone vs. a user in a tourist
group. Such properties are used to classify the user in-
formation needs in a number of pre-defined classes which
limit the variance of the queries and of the results, and may
also contribute to the selection of the more appropriate data
sources.

The history of the user is bound to discover repeating
patterns and similarities that can be used to assist the user
in his/her task by anticipating and automatically completing
some actions [8, 21].

Other properties describe the user capabilities in the spe-
cific location or time where the system is accessed; this is
the widest and most variable area, and includes issues such
as the degree of attention, the environment physical proper-
ties, etc., which can be used to further tailor the query with
additional clauses, or to filter the answer with some context-
specific processing.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have traced a framework for accessing
distributed and heterogeneous information sources from a
mobile and context-dependent user environment. We have
introduced requirements about the way information should
be integrated or selected (in general mediated), and adapted
to the user context. The requirements we have discussed
concern system execution time; proper methodologies ex-
ist for system design which support information mediation
according to the user and environment context [1, 4, 9].
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